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About This Game

Blast your way across the cartoon skies in this fast-paced game of aerial combat. Nimbly Games has crafted an instantly
accessible, rewardingly deep, and ravishingly fun mu 5d3b920ae0
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not bad for a time killer the servers are quite dead tho. Altitude is a fun addicting game in which you fly around in planes
shooting other planes to get better planes.. One of my favorite games back in the day!. Its realy nice and dandy and all.. The Red
Baron would cry tears of joy for this game. Wow, I'm surprised I haven't recommended this game already. I'd say that this was
the first Indie game I played on Steam and I still think to this day it is one of the best.. I remember when i actually paid for this
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game years ago, and even after picking it up after all this time i still had a blast. Even though the community isnt what it used to
be, this game is still tons of fun.. toxic community and the game is dead. ( average population: 40 players ) don't waste your
time. someone might kick you out of the server for no reason.. elitism killed this game total junk
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